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Dreading
the excesses
of summer?

ENQUIRE ABOUT OUR
SUMMER PROMOTION
FO R H Y P E R H I D R O S I S

the details

Get your own cool outdoor artwork
The range of circular prints are available
in four sizes, and each is supplied with a
mounting kit. The largest is 1200mm,
which is sure to make a statement. The
minis, measuring 300mm, are perfect for
gifting or to create your own collection.
The Just a little bit cool range can be
purchased online and at Décor
Gardenworld in Bethlehem, Tauranga, as
well as The Garden Art Studio in
Cambridge. Custom designs are also an
option.
You can find the full range online at
justalittlebitcool.com and follow
@justalittlebitcool on Instagram and
Facebook to keep up with the latest.
Another way to stay up to date and find
out when you can see Just a little bit cool
at the local markets and expos is by
joining their mailing list.
Check out indulge’s Facebook page for a
fantastic Just a little bit cool giveaway.

we had, and that makes me so happy.”
When talking about her why and what she
wanted the brand to be, she said “just a little
bit cool” in conversation then thought that
this summed it up perfectly.
“Our product is unique. Each piece is
produced using high quality commercial
exterior signage products that are made to
withstand the elements over time,” she
explains.

we also have some awesome prints we have
brought back from LA over the years.”
The prints that Just a little bit cool
presents in the collections are designed and
chosen based on current fashion and decor
trends. Natural materials in with the outdoor
environment are trending this summer.
“The A Coastal Vibe collection is a
popular selection with locals and is perfect
for creating that beachy feel, which is a trend
that isn’t going anywhere. Varying hues of
blue and breaking waves are prevalent,” Deb
says.
“The Tropical Vibes story is right on
point. Its leafy motifs are bold enough to be
as daring as you like, and neutral enough to
fit just about anywhere. They are just
beautiful and would complement any wall.”
Another firm favourite is The Modern
Pop collection, which utilises bright colours
and is fresh and fun. The designs give
outdoor spaces an energising, engaging and
simply delightful pop.
“People are spending so much more time
in their outdoor spaces now; we think a
statement piece is a crucial addition. Make it
count, I’d say, and get a big piece of art that
you and everyone around you will love.”
Just a little bit cool is excited about
collaborating with hot and upcoming artists
and they have launched one artist collab
already, working with local illustrator Zoe
Sizemore who specialises in watercolour
painting. Together, they have created the
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Art that reflects us

It is so cool that I can work
and do something I love and
balance it with quality time
with family and friends.

The idea for this business came about when
searching for an outdoor artwork piece that
reflected Deb and Johnny’s personal style,
and that of the artwork hanging in their
home that the couple has collected over the
last decade together.
“I couldn’t find anything that matched my
idea. What was lacking was something that I
considered to be just a little bit cool,” she
says.
“We have our own style, and we love art
and prints that are a bit different and reflect
our personalities. We have a few large pieces
we bought overseas on our honeymoon, and

Skull Garden print.
“It showcases many of the beautiful,
native New Zealand plants and features the
North Island Kokako bird anchored by a
skull, which gives the print a real edge.”
Deb and Glenn are interested in working
with other artists, both established and up
and coming talent, to bring their artwork to a
wider audience using a different medium.
“If you’re an artist and you’re interested in
collaborating, we’d love to hear from you
and see if we’re a good fit,” she says.
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